
products

compact solutions
cms 502 Hp+ / cms 502 Hp+ multi gauge

time is relative – 

relatively important
Many important details yield to enhanced 

productivity

The new, improved version of our M1plus® plays a 
very significant role in enhancing productivity. Not 
only knitting experts will get a runtime-saving 
program. The new M1plus® also helps beginners 
with optimized knitting sequences and processes. 
The optimized yarn carrier staggering makes the 
decisive contribution to that end by parking the 
yarn carriers automatically at the fabric selvage in 
an improved manner. 

For further information please visit us on our 
website: www.stoll.com
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With Stoll´s production plant in Jinshan, China, which is a 
100% Stoll subsidiary the company is really close to the 
main markets.  With the entry models - CMS 502 HP+ and 
CMS 502 HP+ multi gauge, that are assembled there but 
engineered in Germany Stoll offers a small machine in 
short delivery time.

engineered in germany - 

assembled in cHina

We deliver

german quality

which guarantees

marKet proximity

and

price performance

12-fold instead of 8-fold clamping and cutting device 
(right)

2 complementary plating yarn carriers: standard

Single phase control – reduced energy supply 

Auxiliary take-down: standard

advantages of tHe
cms 502 Hp+:

+

+

+

+

We designed two additional high-efficiency knitting
machines: CMS 502 HP+ and CMS 502 HP+ multi gauge.
Adding up all the improved details that come with our 
productivity pack leads to an outstanding result: 
enhanced productivity – without increasing the knitting 
speed itself! You can expect much higher productivity 
without higher requirements on the yarns. 

our goal: tHe best results

Our solution: two additional High-Efficiency knitting 

machines: CMS 502 HP+ and CMS 502 HP+ multi gauge


